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This report looks at the following areas:
• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour in the department store
sector.

“The department store sector
in the UK continued to

• How COVID-19 will affect the market dynamics within the department
store sector.
• Brand research on leading players within the sector and key launches and

struggle throughout 2019 and
the outbreak of COVID-19
came at a particularly

innovations.
• Consumer attitudes and shopper behaviours towards department stores.

difficult time. Many of the
leading department stores
were in the midst of reviewing
store portfolios and making
significant strategic changes
in order to try to turn things
around."
– Chana Baram, Senior Retail
Analyst, 4th May 2020
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• Department stores are perceived by some as pricey and
inconvenient
Figure 11: Top reasons given for not purchasing items at
department stores, February 2020
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• Almost half of shoppers expect to spend less on fashion
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Figure 18: Expected spending patterns due to COVID-19,
23rd-30th April 2020
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• Women are more likely to have cut back on non-essential
spending
Figure 21: Expected changes in shopping for fashion items
since the outbreak of COVID-19, by gender, 23rd – 20th April
2020
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(Post-COVID-19 lockdown forecast), 2014-24
Figure 26: UK department store sector size and forecast, at
constant and current prices (Post-COVID-19 lockdown
forecast), 2014-24
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Figure 33: Leading department stores, net sales, 2015-19
• Store closures continue…
Figure 34: Leading department stores, outlet numbers,
2015-19
• …leading some to see an increase in sales per outlet
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Figure 58: Recorded above-the-line, online display and
direct mail total advertising expenditure by selected leading
UK department stores, 2015-19
• Marks & Spencer remains the sector’s biggest spender
Figure 59: Recorded above-the-line, online display and
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Figure 63: The cinema at Selfridges, Oxford Street, London
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Figure 64: Department stores: Detailed space allocation
estimates, March 2020
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Figure 65: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands,
March 2020
• Key brand metrics
Figure 66: Key metrics for selected brands, March 2020
• Brand attitudes: John Lewis highly rated for customer
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• John Lewis is the favourite brand
Figure 70: User profile of John Lewis, March 2020
• Debenhams has high levels of usage, but is not rated for its
experience
Figure 71: User profile of Debenhams, March 2020
• Fenwick lacks differentiation
Figure 72: User profile of Fenwick, March 2020
• Harvey Nichols worth paying more for
Figure 73: User profile of Harvey Nichols, March 2020
• House of Fraser perceived as boring
Figure 74: User profile of House of Fraser, March 2020
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• Shoppers are suffering from discount fatigue
WHERE THEY SHOP
• Department stores continue to attract two thirds of
shoppers
Figure 75: Department stores used in the last 12 months,
2018-20
• In-store shopping more popular than online
Figure 76: Department stores used in-store and online in the
last 12 months, February 2020
• Department stores appeal to those with higher socioeconomic status
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Figure 77: How consumers shopped with department stores in
the last 12 months, by socio-economic status, February 2020
• Most shop across just one or two different stores
Figure 78: Repertoire of department stores used in the last 12
months, February 2020
WHAT THEY BUY
• Eight in 10 made a fashion purchase
Figure 79: What consumers bought from department stores in
the last 12 months, May 2019 and February 2020
• Older shoppers are more likely to buy clothing at
department stores
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Figure 80: What consumers bought from department stores in
the last 12 months, by age, February 2020
• Two thirds bought more than one type of item
Figure 81: Repertoire of how many items consumers bought
from department stores in the last 12 months, February 2020
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Figure 82: Visits to department stores, February 2020
• …with young people most likely to visit
Figure 83: Visits to department stores, by age, February 2020
• Over two in five visited for gift ideas
Figure 84: Reasons given for visiting a department store,
February 2020
• Men aged 25-44 visit to use leisure facilities
Figure 85: Consumers who visited a department store to use
the leisure facilities, by gender and age, February 2020
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Figure 86: Department store shopper behaviours, February
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS DEPARTMENT STORES
• Consumers are suffering from discount fatigue
Figure 89: Consumer attitudes towards department stores,
February 2020
• Shoppers across the board go to department stores to find
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Figure 90: People who agree that the main reason to visit a
department store is to buy items that can’t be bought
elsewhere, by gender and age, February 2020
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• Department stores viewed as pricey and inconvenient
Figure 91: Top reasons given for not purchasing items at
department stores, February 2020
• People in small towns opt for more convenient options
Figure 92: People who have not shopped at a department
store as there are more convenient places for them to shop,
by location, February 2020
DEBENHAMS
• What we think
• COVID-19 threatens the future of the business
• Online lifeline?
• A need to focus on the UK
• Where now?
• Company background
• Company performance
Figure 93: Debenhams: Group financial performance, 2013/
14-2017/18
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Figure 94: Debenhams: Outlet data, 2013/14-2017/18
• Retail offering
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Figure 96: House of Fraser Plc: Outlet data, 2014/15-2018/19
• Retail offering
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• Try before you buy augmented reality experience making
online purchasing easier
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• Company background
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Figure 97: John Lewis & Partners Plc (department store):
Group financial performance, 2015/16-2019/20
Figure 98: John Lewis & Partners Plc (department store):
Outlet data, 2015/16-2019/20
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Figure 99: Marks & Spencer: Group financial performance,
2014/15-2018/19
Figure 100: Marks & Spencer: Outlet data, 2014/15-2018/19
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APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
• Forecast methodology
• Best- and worst-case forecast prior to the COVID-19
lockdown
Figure 101: UK department store sector size and forecast,
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consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster
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